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When the class of monadic recursion schemes is augmented by individual constants, 
some of the properties change. It becomes undecidable whether “S diverges” or “S is 
strongly equivalent to T” for S, T schemes with individual constants. The family of 
value languages generated by this class of schemes is the family of recursively enumerable 
languages. The subclass of free schemes with constants is also investigated. It remains 
decidable whether “S halts” or “S diverges” for S a free scheme with individual constants, 
but it becomes undecidable whether “T has a strongly equivalent free scheme” for T an 
arbitrary scheme with individual constants. 
The initial work in formal modeling of computer programs is usually attributed 
to Ianov [13]. His approach attempts to abstract from a program its “logical scheme.” 
The notions of actual assignment statements and branch statements are abstracted, 
while the structure of computational flow is preserved. In retrospect, Ianov’s model 
haa proved to be inadequate for representing most programs. This results from Ianov’s 
treatment of the entire data space of a program as a single variable. Moreover, an 
assignment to the variable can only modify its current value by the applications of a 
unary function. So no assignment can reset the variable explicitly to some previous 
value in order to force execution according to some set pattern. Consequently, all of 
the standard questions about schemes, such as halting, divergence, equivalence and 
freedom, are easily shown to be decidable [183. 
We can augment the allowable Ianov scheme assignments by introducing the notion 
of constant functions (or constants). The value of the variable must be the same whenever 
it is assigned some given constant. Although this would seem to introduce more freedom 
of expression, the standard questions remain decidable [2]. 
The Luckham-Park-Paterson schematic model [15] differs from that of Ianov in 
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that it allows the memory to be subdivided into a finite number of cells. In these schemes, 
the use of constants for assigning values to the variables no longer really gives us any 
greater flexibility. The assignment of a constant can be “simulated” by assigning a 
variable that never gets changed during the course of program execution. Luckham- 
Park-Paterson schemes, both with and without constants, are sufficiently more powerful 
than Ianov schemes that all of the standard questions become undecidable when posed 
for schemes in this class. 
Another schematic model for programs was developed from deBakker and Scott’s 
research on minimal fixed points of recursive procedures [3]. This model is based on 
programs that are written as recursively defined functions (in the manner of McCarthy 
[16, 17]), rather than on the flowchart formalization of Luckham-Park-Paterson. When 
restricted to a single variable data space with no constants allowed, these schemes are 
known variously as monadic recursion schemes, monadic functional schemes, recursive 
Ianov schemes and deBakker-Scott schemes, and have been studied in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 
8, 9 and 121. This is the formalism for schemes that we use in this paper. 
The standard questions about schemes are now split among three categories: decidable, 
undecidable, and currently open. We shall investigate the effect on the decidability 
of the standard questions when constants are introduced into the definition of our 
schemes. Unlike the situation found with Ianov and Luckham-Park-Paterson schemes, 
we will see that our answers are not necessarily the same. Some questions that are 
decidable for schemes without constants become open or undecidable, and some questions 
that are open for schemes without constants become undecidable when constants are 
introduced. 
In the next section, we establish notation and define a monadic recursion scheme 
formally, both with and without constants. In Section 3, we show that the family of 
value languages generated by the monadic recursion schemes with constants is precisely 
the family of recursively enumerable languages. We use this result in Section 4 to show 
that the questions “S diverges” and “S strongly equivalent to T” are undecidable for 
S, T schemes with constants. We also consider the subclass of schemes that are free. 
The question “Does S have a strongly equivalent free scheme ?” becomes undecidable, 
whereas the questions “S diverges” and “S halts” remain decidable for S a free scheme 
with constants. 
2 
We write a monadic recursion scheme as S = (Y”, F,8,9,2,,) where V, 9”‘,9 are 
mutually disjoint finite sets of symbols, 2, is in V, and 9 is a finite set of rules. Symbols 
in V” are called function oariables, with 2, designated as initial. Elements of 9 are called 
function symbols and those in 8, predicate symbols. A term is any string in (V v F)* 
and a conditional term is any expression of the form 
IF p THEN OL ELSE /3 
where p is in B and OL, /3 are either terms or conditional terms. We call a conditional 
term simple if both OL and p are terms. 
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The rules in 9 are called function variable dejkitions and have the form 
with Z in Y and M a term or conditional term, with exactly one definition for each function 
variable in Y. 
A monadic recursion scheme can be augmented by individual constants (sometimes 
called resets) in the following manner: Let %? be a finite set of new symbols, called 
constants. We write a monadic recursion scheme with constants as S = (Y, 9, V, 8,.9, ZJ, 
where Y, 9,9,2,, are defined as for monadic recursion schemes above. We extend 
the definition of a term to be any string in (9’- u g)* or (Y u g)*U, and use this 
to define conditional terms and function variable definitions in 59. 
We use the term scheme without constants to refer to a monadic recursion scheme, 
the term scheme with constants to refer to a monadic recursion scheme with individual 
constants, and the term scheme to refer to both. The definitions that follow are for the 
more general schemes with constants; the definitions hold for schemes without constants 
by letting ‘3 = 0. 
A free interpretation I (sometimes called Herbrand interpretation) for scheme S consists 
of a finite set of total functions, with domain (P* u 3*V) and range (1, 0}, and with 
exactly one function corresponding to each predicate symbol in 9’. We write each such 
function as pl, where p is in 9. 
Let x be a string in (Y u 9)*, y a string in (3* u %*V), and Zc 01 a rule in 9. 
If 0: is a term, then we write xZy +s,, xay when a contains no constants, and xZy I--S,~ x01 
when 01 = UC for some constant c in %?. 
If 0: is a simple conditional term of the form IF p THEN tl ELSE to , then we write 
xZy +s,I x&y whenever p’(y) = i and ti contains no constants, and xZy ~--~,~xt~ 
when p’(y) = i and ti = UC for some constant c in %. We extend in the obvious way 
. . 
the defimtron of +s,, for the case when 01 is not a simple conditional term. The relation 
t-S.1 corresponds to a single step in a computation of scheme S under free interpreta- 
tion I; $s,r is its transitive reflexive closure and I--$,, , for i > 0, is the composition 
of exactly i applications of k-s,I. We omit one or both subscripts when .the scheme 
and/or the interpretation is clear from the context. 
If Z,, ?-s,, w for w a string in P* or P*V, then we say that the computation of S 
under free interpretation I halts, and w is called the value of S under interpretation I, 
which is denoted VALUE(S, I). We say that scheme S divuges under interpretation I 
if 2, $s,,y implies that y contains at least one function variable symbol in Y/; in this 
case, we say that VALUE(S, I) is undefined. 
We define the value language of S, denoted VALUE(S), to be the set of all values of S 
under free interpretations with all constants (which could only appear rightmost) 
removed. That is, 
VALUE(S) = (VALUE(S, 1) 1 VALUE(S, 1) is defined for free interpretation I, 
and VALUE(S, I) is a string of function symbols) 
u {w ) VALUE(S, 1) = WC for some free interpretation I and 
constant symbol c>. 
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When the class of schemes without constants is considered, the family of value lan- 
guages generated by this class is precisely the family of context-free languages [2, 91. 
The addition of a single individual constant to our schemes enables us to generate 
languages which are not context-free. Consider the scheme S, below, with function 
symbolsfi , fi , f3 , g, individual constant symbol c, predicate symbol p, function variable 
symbols F. , Fl , F, , F, , with initial symbol designated to be F. . 
s,: F, f- F,c 
Fl c IF p THEN f,F,g ELSE F,c 
F, c IF p THEN fsFag ELSE F3c 
F3 c IF p THENf,F,g ELSE c. 
It should be clear that VALUE(&) = {finfinf3” 1 n > 0}, which is not a context-free 
language. It is the constant c that resets the computation, thus enabling it to “count” 
the number of functions to apply. For example, for any free interpretation I, if 
F,c t+ f,“F,g”c ‘T finFzc, 
then 
and 
Therefore, 
F,c p fi”finf3”c. 
In the next section, we characterize precisely the value languages of schemes without 
constants. 
3 
In this section, we concentrate on showing that the family of value languages generated 
by monadic recursion schemes with constants is the family of recursively enumerable 
languages. Several undecidability results naturally follow, which we examine in Section 4. 
A context-free grammar is written as G = (VN , VT , P, S) where V, and V, are 
finite sets of symbols having no members in common (V, n VT = ia), S is in V, , 
and P is a finite set of rules of the form 2 -+ y, 2 in V, and y in (V, u VT)*. Elements 
of V, are called nonterminals and those of VT , terminals. For u, v in (V, v VT)* and 
Z--t y in P, we write uZv 3 uyv. If u is in V,*, we write UZV aL uyv. We let % be 
the transitive reflexive closure of “, and Do for i > 0 the composition of exactly i 
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applications of 3. Similarly for jL** and =-Lpi to indicate left-to-right applications 
of *. The language generated by G is written 
L(G) = {w in V,* 1 S 3 w} 
and is called a context-free language. 
Certain restrictions can be placed on G with no loss of generality. Grammar G is in 
standard 2-form (also called Greibach normaZform) if all rules in P are of the form Z -+ ay, 
ain V,,yin V$, Iy] <2. The re is an algorithm for constructing from any given 
context-free grammar G a context-free grammar G’ in standard 2-form [Ill such that 
L(G’) = L(G) - (e}.l We say that a context-free grammar in standard 2-form is non- 
blocking if for every terminal a and every nonterminal Z there is some rule in P of the 
form Z + ay. Any grammar G in standard 2-form can be transformed into a nonblocking 
grammar G’ such that L(G) = L(G) by adding a new nonterminal, say 2, , that can 
never generate a terminal string. The set of rules with 2, as the left-hand side is 
(Z, -+ a2, 1 a in Vr). 
To force the grammar to be nonblocking, we add the rule 2 -+ a,??, if P has no rule 
of the form 2 -+ ay. Hence, any study of the family of context-free languages need 
only consider languages L(G) where G is in standard 2-form and nonblocking. 
A context-free grammar G = (V, , V, , P, S) is said to be simple if it is in standard 
2-form, nonblocking and, whenever 2 + ax and 2 --+ ay are rules in P, then x = y. 
The language L(G) is a simple context-free language. The family of simple context-free 
languages is clearly a proper subfamily of the context-free languages [14]. 
We wish to show eventually that every recursively enumerable language is the value 
language generated by some monadic recursion scheme with constants. We find it 
convenient to characterize a recursively enumerable language as the homomorphic image 
of the intersection of two simple context-free languages. This characterization is 
guaranteed by Lemma 3.1, which relies on the fact that every recursively enumerable 
language is the homomorphic image of the intersection of two context-free languages [IO]. 
LEMMA 3.1. For every recursively enumerable language L, we can$nd a homomorphism h 
and two simple context-free grammars Gl , G2 such that 
L = h(L(G,) nL(G,)). 
Proof. Let L be any recursively enumerable language over alphabet Z. Then we 
can find two context-free grammars in standard 2-form [II] that are nonblocking, 
Nt = (VI , T, PI , St) and Hz = (V, , T, Pz , S,), and a homomorphism f: T* + ,Z* 
such that L = f(L(H,) n L(H,)). 
Let m and n denote the number of rules in PI and Pz , respectively. We can order 
1 We use e for the empty word. 
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the rules in PI and Pz and then refer to the ith rule in PI , for 1 < i < m, and the jth 
ruleinPs,forl <j<n. 
We shall now construct two new simple context-free grammars GI and Gs, from 
grammars HI and H, , and a new homomorphism h so that L = h(L(G,) n L(G,)) = 
f(L(H,) n L(H,)). The terminal symbols in GI and G, are triples of the form [a, i, j] 
for u in T, 1 < i < m, 1 < j < n. These triples are used to encode the order in which 
rules from each grammar are applied in the left-to-right derivation of a word; the second 
component records the order for grammar Gr and the third, for grammar G, . Con- 
sequently, if 2 -+ as is the Kth rule in PI , then grammar Gr contains all rules of the 
form 2 -+ [a, K,j]z for 1 < j < n. Similarly, if Y---f uy is the Kth rule in Pz , then 
G2 contains all rules of the form Y + [a, i, k]y, 1 < i < m. 
Our desired grammars are GI = (VI , T’, Pi , S’,) and G2 = (V, , T’, Pi, S,), where 
T’={[u,i,j](uinT,l <i<m,l <j<n> 
Pi = (2 -+ [a, i, j] y / 2 + uy is the ith rule in PI , 1 < j < n}, 
Pi=(Z-+[a,i,j]yIZ -+ayisthejthruleinP,,l <i<m). 
Both G, and G, are simple context-free grammars, since distinct terminal symbols 
encode the rule numbers. 
Consider the relation between strings in L(G,) n L(G,) and those in L(H,) n L(H,). 
String a, +*. uB is in L(H,) n L(H,) if and only if there are integers 1 < iI ,..., ik < m 
and 1 < jI ,..,, j, d n, such that [aI, i1, j,] *.. [ak , ik , jk] is in L(GJ n L(G,). To 
illustrate, suppose that the pth step in the left-to-right derivation of [a,, i1 , jJ a** 
[uk , i, , jkl is 
(1) [al ,4 , Al **a [a,-l , LI , &-,I 22 
L 
- [al , 4 , Al - [u,-l , iDpl ,jp-JF, , & , j,] z’z 
in grammar GI , and 
(2) [a 1 , 4 , Al **a [a9-1 y L , j,-J YY 
L 
* [~l,4,jll **- b,-I , G-1 , Llh y iD y iDI Y’Y 
in grammar G, . 
Then the pth step in the left-to-right derivation of a, .e* a, must look like 
(1) a1 a** a,+% 5- a, 0.. u,~~u,B’z in grammar HI , 
where Z --f a& is the i,th rule in PI , and 
(2) a, -*. a,-,Yy “, a, -.* ~,-~u,y’y in grammar H, , 
where Y--j. u,y’ is the j,th rule in Pz . 
571118/3-4 
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We now consider the homomorphism h: (T’)* --j P determined from homomorphism 
f as follows: 
For each [a, i,i] in T’, let h([a, i,j]) = f(u). I n essence, h operates just like f on the 
first component in the triples of T’, ignoring the second and third components. 
It follows that L = f(L(H,) n L(H,)) = h(L(G,) n L(G,)). 1 
THEOREM 3.2. L is a recursive& enumerable language ;f and only ifL = VALUE(S) 
for some monadic recursion scheme S with individual constants. Further, if L is recursively 
enumerable, S can be constructed from the spec$ication of L. 
Proof. For any given scheme with constants S, it is not too dificult to prove that 
VALUE(S) is a recursively enumerable language [2]. What remains to be shown is 
that any given recursively enumerable language is the value language generated by 
some scheme with constants. 
Let L be any recursively enumerable language over alphabet 2. By Lemma 3.1, we 
can find a homomorphism h and two simple context-free grammars Gr = (V, , T, PI , 2,) 
and G, = (Vs , T, Pz , 2.J such that L = h(L(G,) n L(G,)). Without loss of generality, 
assume that V, n Vs = or. We let n denote the number of terminals in T, and then 
order these terminals so that ai denotes the ith terminal for 1 < i < n. 
We shall now construct a scheme S with the single constant a, where a is a new symbol 
not used in grammars Gr or Gs , in such a way that VALUE(S) = L. The function 
symbols of scheme S are just those symbols in alphabet ZY, plus one new function 
symbol, f. 
The function variable symbols are the nonterminals in V, u V, , plus four new 
symbols, F. , E, H, and Fm, with F, designated as the initial symbol. 
The function variable definitions of S are constructed as follows. 
I. For each nonterminal 2 in V, , let 
{Z - qyz.1 ,**a, z -+ %Yz,nl 
denote the n distinct rules in PI having nonterminal Z as its left-hand side. 
Similarly, for nonterminal 2 in V, , let 
denote the n rules in Pz having nonterminal 2 as its left-hand side. 
For each nonterminal 2 in V, (respectively, V,) we construct a single function 
variable definition for 2 that encodes the n rules in PI (respectively, Pa) having 2 on 
the left-hand side. The predicate pi encodes the question “Is this symbol oi ?” 
Thus, for each Z in VI u V, , construct the definitions: 
e If x is any word over alphabet A, then the reversal of x, denoted ti, is the string resulting from 
reversing the order of symbols in x. That is, eR = e, and for any symbol a in A and word eu in A*, 
(aw)R = wRa. 
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2 t IF p, THEN (~~,,)~f ELSE IF 
~2 ‘ITEN (yz.JRf ELSE IF 
p, THEN (rs,J”f ELSE F”f. 
II. Check that the scheme has encoded the generation of a word w in L(G,) 
or L(G,) and not just a proper prefix of w or a word that has w as a proper prefix. That 
is, ask “Are we at the end of a word in L(G,) or L(G2) I,” since all pi predicates test 
which symbol we are reading. 
E + IF p, THEN F”f ELSE IF 
p, THEN Fmf ELSE IF 
p, THEN F”f ELSE a. 
III. Use the function variable Fm to guarantee that the scheme will diverge. 
F” c Fmf. 
IV. Initialize the computation. 
F, + HE&EZ,a. 
We use constant a to set the computation to a value than can be restored at a later time. 
We then start off with Z, , forcing a simulation of grammar Gr . As soon as we have 
finished simulating grammar Gr , we use variable E to test whether or not we are at 
the end of a word (see II, above). Having done this, we reset the computation with 
the constant a, and then continue via variable Z, to simulate grammar G, . Since we have 
reset the computation to constant a, we have insured that the simulation of G, proceeds 
for the same word that we just simulated for Gr . When the computation for G2 is com- 
plete, we check whether or not we are at the end of the word, again using variable E. 
If this completes with no recourse to variable F”, we reset the computation once again 
to the constant a. At this point, we know that both simulations succeeded for a word 
in L(G,) n L(G,). Finally, we use variable H to obtain the homomorphic image h(zu) 
of the word w that we just found was in L(G,) n L(G,) (see Construction V below). 
V. Simulate the generation of the homomorphic image h(w) of a word w in 
Wd n W,). 
H t IF pr THEN h(q) Hf ELSE IF 
p2 THEN h(u,) Hf ELSE IF 
p, THEN h(o,) Hf ELSE a. 
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Arguments similar to those used in [4] can be used to show that the string w = 
q 1 ** * uix eL(G,) n L(G,) if and only if both 
Z,a +fka and Z,a +-fka 
for every free interpretation I with 
Pi,+JfW = 1, for O<j<R 
and p,’ has value 0 elsewhere for all functions p r1. Consider the computation of scheme S 
for any interpretation I and input w as above. It begins with Z,, + HEZ,EZ,a. 
If w #L(G,), then the computation from EZ,a must be either 
EZ,a e EyZf ka, for some Z in V, , y in V,* 
y EyF”f k+la 
or 
EZ,a + Ef 8a, for some s c k 
+ Fmf S+la. 
Both cases insure that VALUE(S, 1) is undefined, so that scheme S diverges for free 
interpretation I. 
Similarly, when w $L(Ga), VALUE(S, I) is undefined. 
On the other hand, if w EL(G,) nL(G,), we have 
Z, * HEZ&Zla t$ HEZ&f ‘“a y HEZ# + HEf ka 
* Ha + k(ai,) **- h(q,) Ha % k(oi, **a ut,)a = h(w)a. 
To summarize: 
VALUE(S) = {h(w) 1 w WGJ n WA) = WV%) n Wz))- I 
4 
In this section, we illustrate how several questions, decidable for schemes with no 
constants, become undecidable when a single individual constant is allowed. The results 
are strongly dependent on Theorem 3.2 shown in the last section. 
A scheme is said to diverge if, for every interpretation I, VALUE(S, I) is undefined. 
It is well known that we need only consider free interpretations when we consider 
problems such as divergence [l, 2, 91. Clearly, then, scheme S diverges if and only if 
VALUE(S) = %. Because its value language is context-free, an algorithm exists for 
determining whether a monadic recursion scheme diverges [I]. But, since it is un- 
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decidable whether “L = 0” for L a recursively enumerable language, it follows from 
Theorem 3.2 that the divergence problem for schemes becomes undecidable when 
we augment our schemes with only a single individual constant. 
COROLLARY 4.1. It is undecidable whether “S diverges” for S a scheme with individual 
constants. 
Given two schemes S and T, we say that S is strongly equivaIent to T, denoted S = T, 
if for every free interpretation I either both VALUE(S, I) and VALUE( T, I) are un- 
defined, or both are defined and equal. Although the question “S = T?” remains 
open for monadic recursion schemes S and T, it has been shown in [S] to be equivalent 
to “L(MJ = L(MJ !” for deterministic pushdown store acceptors M1 and M2 . As 
illustrated below, the addition of a single constant forces undecidability of the strong 
equivalence problem. 
COROLLARY 4.2. It is undecidable if “S = T” for monadic recursion schemes with 
individual constants S and T. 
Proof. Let S be the following scheme that diverges. 
Fo +-Fof. 
It is clear that, for any scheme T, T diverges if and only if S = T. Hence, we have 
reduced the divergence problem to the strong equivalence problem. Our result follows 
from Corollary 4.1. 1 
Given two schemes S and T, we say that S is weakly equivalent to T, denoted S N T, 
if for every free interpretation I, when both VALUE(S, I) and VALUE( T, I) are defined, 
they must be equal. Scheme S is said to be included by scheme T, denoted S C T, if for 
every free interpretation I, when VALUE(S, I) is defined, then VALUE(T, I) is also 
defined and VALUE(S, I) = VALUE( T, I). Friedman [5] showed that both questions 
“S N_ T?” and “S C T?” are undecidable for monadic recursion schemes S and T. 
It follows that 
COROLLARY 4.3. The following are undecidable for S and T schemes with individual 
constants. 
(1) Weak Equivalence: “S N T?” 
(2) Inclusion: “S Z T?” 
A scheme S is said to halt (or terminate) if for every free interpretation I, VALUE(S, I) 
is defined. If S contains no individual constants, then we can construct a context-free 
grammar G such that every computation of S for some free interpretation corresponds 
to exactly one rightmost derivation in grammar G, and conversely [l]. Moreover, any 
given computation of S halts under free interpretation I if and only if the corresponding 
rightmost derivation of G is finite in length. Since we can decide whether or not all 
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rightmost derivations of a context-free grammar are finite, we can certainly determine 
whether or not a scheme without constant halts. The question of halting unfortunately 
becomes more complicated with the addition of constants. It is partially decidable 
if a scheme with constants always halts. [A proof similar to that for flowchart schemes 
[15] works.) It remains open, however, whether “S halts” is recursively decidable for S 
a scheme with individual constants. 
A scheme is said to be free if for every free interpretation the computation has no 
predicate which ever tests the same value more than once. This restriction prevents 
all the recursively enumerable languages from being characterized by the value languages 
of free schemes. In fact, the family of value languages generated by free schemes, even 
with individual constants, is precisely the family of context-free languages [2]. 
Although it is decidable whether “S is free” for S a scheme without constants [l], 
it is undecidable for S a scheme with constants [8]. The question of deciding whether 
a scheme without constants has a strongly equivalent free scheme without constants 
is equivalent to that of deciding whether a deterministic pushdown automaton accepts 
a simple context-free language [7]; both problems remain open. The addition of a single 
individual constant admits enough complexity so that it is undecidable whether or not 
a scheme has a strongly equivalent free scheme. 
THEOREM 4.4. The question “S has a strongly equivalent free scheme ?” is undecidable 
for S a scheme with individual constants. 
Proof. Let S be any monadic recursion scheme with initial function variable 
symbol Z,, . We will construct a scheme T from S that is not free; moreover, T has a 
strongly equivalent free scheme if and only if S diverges. The result then follows from 
Corollary 4.1. 
Recall that the scheme S, from Section 2 has VALUE(&) = {fiafi”f3” 1 n > 0}, 
which is not context-free. Therefore, Sr has no strongly equivalent free scheme. We 
lose no generality by assuming that schemes S, and S have no symbols in common. 
Scheme T is constructed from schemes S and S, by including all function variable 
definitions and adding the definition: 
where X,, is a new function variable symbol which is initial for T. 
If scheme S diverges, then scheme T also diverges. Hence, T is strongly equivalent 
to the trivial free scheme Sa: 
F” t F”f. 
On the other hand, if S halts for some free interpretation I, then 
In this case, VALUE( T, 1) = VALUE(S, ,I). We conclude that VALUE(T) = 
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VALUE($), which is not context-free, Hence, T has no strongly equivalent free 
scheme. j 
Several of the questions that we have investigated were known to be decidable when 
posed for schemes without constants. The results changed when the schemes were allowed 
to have constants. But the addition of constants does not necessarily guarantee un- 
decidability. The two questions “S diverges ?” and “S halts ?” remain decidable for S 
a free scheme with constants. 
THEOREM 4.5. The question “S diverges ?” is decidable for S a free scheme with 
constants. 
Proof. Given any free scheme S, S diverges if and only if VALUE(S) = D. Since 
VALUE(S) is a context-free language, there is an algorithm to determine whether 
VALUE(S) is empty. 1 
THEOREM 4.6. The question “5’ halts?” is decidable for S a free scheme with constants. 
Proof. We show how to construct, from a free scheme S with constants, a free 
scheme T with no constants such that S halts if and only if T halts. There is an algorithm 
in [I] which can determine whether T halts for T free and without constants. The 
result follows. 
The construction of T from given scheme S is straightforward. T has the same set 
of function variable symbols and function variable definitions as S; T contains all the 
function symbols of S. Since T can have no constant symbols, we let each constant 
symbol in S now be a function symbol in T. 
T may not be strongly equivalent to S. In fact, VALUE(T) # VALUE(S), in general. 
Whereas VALUE(S, I) only records the application of functions after the last time 
that a constant reset the computation of S under free interpretation 1, VALUE(T, 1) 
is a record of all applications of both functions and constants of the computation of 
scheme S under free interpretation I. Nevertheless, since S is free, T is also free. 
The construction outlined above always guarantees that, if S diverges for some free 
interpretation, then T must also diverge for some free interpretation (although not 
necessarily the same one), whether or not the original scheme S is free; the converse 
does not hold in general. However, the freedom of scheme S insures just that: If free 
scheme S halts, then free scheme T halts. Hence, S halts if and only if T halts. fl 
Since the divergence problem is decidable for free schemes with constants, we cannot 
use the construction of Corollary 4.2 to conclude that “S = T” is undecidable for S 
and T free schemes with constants. The strong equivalence probIem remains open 
for free schemes with constants, although it is known to be decidable for free schemes 
without constants [I]. Nevertheless, it follows from [S] that both weak equivalence 
and inclusion are undecidable for this class of schemes. To summarize: 
COROLLARY 4.7. It is undecidable if “S N T ?” or “S C T ?” for S and T free monadic 
recursion schemes with individual constants. 
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